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Forest of Dean Citizens’ Jury: Jurors’ Report 

Preface 

About this report 

This is a report from the 18 members of the citizens’ jury who met over four and a half days, 

from 13.00 30 July to 17.00 3 August, to hear evidence from a wide variety of witnesses, to 

deliberate together, and to reach a recommendation for the location of a new community 

hospital for the Forest of Dean. It was constructed using the words of the 18 jury members, from 

observations and statements they prepared together. A draft version was reviewed by jury 

members as part of the jury process on 3 August.  

A full citizens’ jury report which will include further information (e.g. jury recruitment) will be 

published in the papers for the 30 August meeting of Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning 

Group and Gloucestershire Care Services NHS Trust to decide on the new hospital location. 

Statement to our Neighbours 

We were asked to complete a difficult task, with the understanding that some people are 

disappointed at the closure of two community hospitals.  

The jury was a far-reaching in-depth exercise, where we experienced a wide-range of 

information allowing us to make an educated decision and one we can be confident has been 

evaluated. It was a rare and beautiful opportunity to work with an impressively diverse, fair 

representation of people from across the Forest of Dean. We have enjoyed every minute 

contributing to our joint thoughts and feelings for the best hospital location.  

Everybody worked hard to ensure that the jury considered the Forest as a whole, what as many 

people as possible were able to access the new hospital. We recognised the limitations, 

specifically to the large geographical area this hospital is expected to cover. While intense, the 

jury was an absorbing process which everyone completely committed to. The jury process 

asked us to test our fair-mindedness and encouraged us to look at the decision of a future 

hospital location from a wide range of angles. 

We received and reviewed myriad evidence pertaining to hospital location - both generally and 

as it related to the proposed locations. We received information in respect to demographics, 

equality, population growth, and transport to name a few. Witnesses, who were not to advocate 

for any particular location, remained un-biased, forcing us to deliberate about how their 

presentations would inform our choice of hospital location. We assessed and re-assessed the 

options for each location repeatedly with great dedication.  

It is important to for everyone to know that the jury was carried out in un-biased way. We were 

treated well and protected from outside influence and public observers treated us with respect. 

The citizen’s jury is a worthwhile exercise irrespective of what is done with our recommendation 

by NHS bodies and enabled us to create a fair representation of our views. The process was 

enlightening and gave us an interest in getting more involved in local interest issues in future. 
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We appreciated the opportunity to raise our opinions and have them considered by others in the 

Forest. Furthermore, it’s been a friendly environment where we have met loads of new people 

and characters. People from all ages and locations have come together to envision our shared 

future.  Furthermore, we enjoyed the food, location, and view and appreciated that the 

onlookers who were observing the jury did so respectfully. We want to thank the organisers and 

facilitators (Citizens’ Juries c.i.c. and Jefferson Center) for treating us with respect and assisting 

us in making a difficult decision. 

We have a great amount of pride for the Forest of Dean and managed to learn even more about 

the Forest, its people, resources, and town which is reflected in our very hard work over 4 and a 

half days. We hope you use this information as you consider your own position about this 

important issue. 

Our recommendations 

1) We recommend Cinderford for the hospital location by a majority vote of 8 out of 18 

jurors, compared to Coleford (5 votes) and Lydney (5 votes).1 Coleford had more 

second preference votes than Lydney. 

 

2) Our most important reasons for choosing Cinderford were, in order of importance: 

● Area of highest deprivation in terms of health and disability and unhealthy behaviours, 

therefore statistically more likely to need and use Cinderford Hospital. Over 35% more 

illness, over 15% unhealthy behaviours 

● Cinderford is central to the whole of the Forest 

● More central location for staff who live throughout the FOD 

● It is the geographic centre and can provide a Forest environment 

● Cinderford has two A roads as primary routes to Gloucester in case of road closures 

● Large percentage of people over 65 and over 85. 

 

3) If the decision is made to build the new hospital in the location recommended by the 

jury, we recommend the following supplemental actions are undertaken by the NHS to 

best serve the Forest of Dean District:  

1. Improving transport accessibility options for communities throughout the region and 

ensuring accessibility for drop-offs, transfers, and other transport needs 

2. Considering how to incorporate on-site amenities (such as a cafe or a chemist) to 

maximise the benefits of the new hospital 

3. Ensuring that a full range of necessary and suitable services are provided and that the 

new hospital is adequately staffed 

4. Planning for future use and needs of the entire Forest of Dean in the design and size of 

the building. 

 

                                                   
1 The Supplementary Vote system was used. As Cinderford did not have more than half the first preference 
votes, and there was a tie for second, two scenarios were tested. Firstly, Lydney was eliminated and 
second preferences for those who voted Lydney were assigned to Cinderford and Coleford (resulting in 9 
votes to 8 respectively). Then Coleford was eliminated and second preferences for those who voted 
Coleford were assigned to Cinderford and Lydney (resulting in 11 votes to 6 respectively). 
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4) Desirable Site Criteria 

Here is our ranking of the desirable site criteria we were asked about - in order of 

importance with 10, 4, and 4 first preference votes respectively: 

1. It is a site that offers a design and development which provides best value for money for 

the public purse 

2. It offers the potential for pleasant surroundings, green space, views, etc. 

3. It enables completion of works by 2021/2022 

Crieria 2 above was the second preference of the jury overall, and the jury’s reasoning might 

be best summed up by the juror who said: 

“Although I believe that natural spaces and greenery are also important, I think that 

spending is important, as the least amount of resources spent on building the hospital will 

mean more resources are kept once the hospital is built and can go into nursing cost etc.”. 

Jury Process and Findings 

1) Context 

 

Candace Plouffe of Gloucestershire Care Services NHS Trust was asked to present contextual 

information for the jury and their work: 

a) Where we are (e.g. decision made for one hospital, etc.) 

b) Where we are going (what the new hospital will provide) 

c) How we will get there (role of jury, how decision will be made, site selection, etc.) 

 

Candace Plouffe’s slides are available online in the citizens’ jury materials (30 July) published 

on the www.FoDhealth.nhs.uk website. 

 

2) Presentations from town representatives (in the order they presented) 

a) Lydney 

 Five witnesses from Lydney (Angela Davies, Tony Midgley and John Thurston of 

Friends of Lydney Hospital, Brian Pearman of Lydney Town Council, and Stefan 

Scheuner, GP) presented the case for Lydney being the location of the new hospital. 

 Jury Product  

Lydney is well-suited because of: 

o Friends of Lydney Hospital 

o The desire to offer future services e.g. endoscopy – Lydney has potential to grow 

and attract staff due to infrastructure 

o Friends could raise money for new units 

o It has the support of medical professionals and is an established hospital location 

o Lydney is the location best able to give support to those in need (very old and 
very young) in particular. 

 

b) Coleford 

 Two witnesses from Coleford (Marilyn Cox and Nick Penny of Coleford Town 

Council) presented the case for Coleford being the location of the new hospital. 

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/
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 Jury Product  

Coleford is well-suited because of: 

o The green environment with natural beauty 

o New site and keen to prove they can do it 

o Good public transport links 

o Benefit from hospice location research 

o Positive impact on deprivation of area. 

c) Cinderford 

 Chris Witham of Cinderford Town Council presented the case for Cinderford being 

the location of the new hospital. 

 Jury Product  

Cinderford is well-suited because: 

o More central location for staff who live throughout the Forest of Dean 
o Due to the location, it can serve the forest and further into Gloucestershire 

o It is the area of highest deprivation in terms of health and disability and unhealthy 

behaviours, therefore more likely to need and use a Cinderford hospital 

o Good infrastructure for patients and staff – giving good access. 

The slides from the three towns are available online in the citizens’ jury materials (31 July). 

 

3) Understanding Who Patients Are 

a) Rebecca MacLean of Gloucestershire County Council 

 The presenter was asked to speak about the population profile of the Forest of Dean 

District including age, location and health characteristics and needs 

 Juror observations and important information related to patients and population of 

the Forest of Dean: 

o With a current population of 85,000, FOD is growing, especially in South, 

Coleford and Lydney areas with population density weighted towards the 

southern end of the Forest  

o A big population of people over 65 and this trend looks as if it will rise in the 

future; although there is no current predomination of over 65 of 85s in any of the 

3 possible locations – spread fairly evenly throughout FOD 

o High deprivation will result in higher number of services being needed 

o Deprivation from health and disability is in central and southern areas 
o Cinderford has a large percentage of people over 65 and over 85 
o Highest proportion of 0-4 are within Lydney and Sedbury/Tutshill who access 

care much more than older people. 
 

b) Julie Goodenough: Gloucestershire Care Services NHS Trust 

 The presenter was asked to speak about the profile of current community hospital 

users (e.g. % over 65) and how this varies according to the service (e.g. inpatients, 

minor illness and injury) 

 Juror observations and important information related to community hospital services 

in the Forest of Dean: 

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
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o 96% of residents (only 13 excluded) requiring admission to a community hospital 

were admitted to the Dilke or Lydney 

o Very few Forest residents are admitted to community hospitals outside of the 

Forest 

o Current permanent staff retained and goal is that services offered will continue to 

be offered in a future hospital although it will remain flexible to meet future needs 

of the population 

o Streamlined services i.e. one x-Ray Unit fully staffed versus 2 X-ray units rarely 

staffed 

o 80% of admissions to community hospitals are from aftercare of acute hospitals 

making transport links even more important 80% of beds are taken for aftercare 

of acute patients 

o Radiographer still not employed by FOD: staffing issues may still occur 

o Reduction in beds will suffice (it is said) due to new approaches such as 

sufficient aftercare to reduce bed-stay and other options 

o Donated assets belong to NHS 

o Higher proportion of urgent cases are in younger age categories – likely to 
continue to increase given housing development 

o The age demographic of the Dilke seems older age groups whilst Lydney is 
younger. 

 

The slides from these two witnesses are available online in the citizens’ jury materials (31 

July). 

 

4) Travel Times 

a) Malcolm Oswald, Citizens’ Juries CIC: 

 The witness was asked to speak about car travel times and public transport travel 

times 

 8 reference places spread across the Forest of Dean had been chosen and maps 

commissioned to show, for each of the three potential locations (Cinderford, 

Coleford, Lydney): 

o The shaded area that could be reached from the location in 30 minutes by road 

o The shaded area that could be reach the location by public transport in 90 

minutes by 08.30 prior to a 09.00 hospital appointment 

o The shaded area that could be reached from the location in 90 minutes from 

10.30 following the 09.00 hospital appointment 

o The shaded area that could be reach the location by public transport in 90 

minutes by 13.30 prior to a 14.00 hospital appointment 

o The shaded area that could be reached from the location in 90 minutes from 

13.30 following the 14.00 hospital appointment 

 A set of statements were presented to show, for each of the 8 reference places and 

each of the three locations: 

o Which journeys could be made in 30 minutes by car 

o Which journeys could be made in 90 minutes by public transport  

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
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 Jurors reached conclusions about which of the 8 reference places were well served 

by each of the three locations 

a) Cinderford 

o Cinderford is well suited to serve the southern region by car because Lydney 

could reach the hospital in 30 minutes 

o Cinderford is well suited to serve the Northern region because Newent and in 

Mitcheldean could reach the hospital in 30 minutes by car based on this 

information 

o Cinderford is well suited to serve the central region by car because 

Cinderford, Parkend and Coleford can be reached in 30 minutes 

o Cinderford is well suited to serve the southern region by public transport 

because 3 out of 4 journeys from Lydney to the hospital can be achieved in 

90 minutes 

o Cinderford is well suited to serve the central region by public transport 

because Coleford and Cinderford can be reached in 90 minutes 

o Cinderford is well suited to serve the Northern region by public transport 

because 3 out of 4 journeys from Micheldean to the hospital can be achieved 

in 90 minutes 

Not well-suited 
o Cinderford is not well suited to serve the Northern region by car because 

Redmarley could not reach this hospital in 30 minutes based on this 

information 

o Cinderford is not well suited to serve the southern region by car because 

Sedbury cannot reach the hospital in 30 minutes 

o Cinderford is not well suited to serve the southern region by public transport 

because only 1 out of 4 journeys from Sedbury to the hospital could be 

achieved in 90 minutes 

o Cinderford is not well suited to serve the Northern region by public transport 

because neither Newent nor Redmarley can reach the hospital in 90 minutes 

b) Coleford 

o Coleford is well suited to serve the Northern region by car because 

Cinderford, Parkend and Coleford can be reached in 30 minutes 

o Coleford is well suited to serve the southern region by car because both 

Lydney and Sedbury could reach the hospital in 30 minutes providing normal 

traffic 

o Coleford is well suited to serve the southern region by public transport 

because Lydney can reach the hospital in 90 minutes 

o Coleford is well suited to serve the central region by public transport because 

Coleford, Parkend and Cinderford can reach the hospital in 90 minutes 

o Coleford is well suited to serve the Northern region by car because 

Mitcheldean could reach it in 30 minutes by car 
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Not well-suited 
o Coleford is not well suited to serve the Northern region by car because 

Redmarley and Newent could not reach this hospital in 30 minutes by car 

o Coleford is not well suited to serve the Northern region by public transport 

because people from Newent and Redmarley cannot reach this hospital in 90 

minutes 

o Coleford is not well suited to serve the Northern region by public transport 

because Mitcheldean could reach it in 90 minutes 1 out of 4 journeys 

o Coleford is not well suited to serve the southern region by public transport 

because only 1 out of 4 journeys from Sedbury could reach the hospital in 90 

minutes 

c) Lydney 

o Lydney is well suited to serve the Northern region by car because 

Mitcheldean can reach this hospital in 30 minutes 

o Lydney is well suited to serve the central region by car because Cinderford, 

Parkend and Coleford can be reached in 30 minutes by car 

o Lydney is well suited to serve the southern region by car because both 

Lydney and Sedbury can reach the hospital in 30 minutes 

o Lydney is well suited to serve the central region by public transport because 

Coleford, Parkend and Cinderford can reach the hospital in 90 minutes 

o Lydney is well suited to serve the southern region by public transport 

because people from Lydney can reach the hospital within 90 minutes 

o Lydney is well suited to serve the southern region by public transport 

because Sedbury can do 3 out of 4 journeys to the hospital within 90 minutes 

 

Not well-suited 

o Lydney is not well suited to serve the Northern region by car because 

Redmarley and Newent could not reach the hospital in 30 minutes 

o Lydney is not well suited to serve the Northern region by public transport 

because Newent and Redmarley people cannot reach the hospital in 90 

minutes and people from Mitcheldean can reach this hospital in only 1 in 4 

journeys in 90 minutes. 

c) Anne-Marie Daniels, Forest Routes 

i) The presenter was asked to speak about community transport and non-emergency 

ambulance services 

ii) Juror observations and important information related to community transport and 

non-emergency ambulance services in the Forest of Dean: 

 78,000 passengers a year transported by community transport proves it is an 

essential service that we cannot afford to lose, covering rural areas which would 

otherwise be cut-off and an aim of providing low-cost services 

 Hospital location will not impact the services provided, however they are already 

at capacity and have no further scope in system. High transportation costs are a 

major problem which for FOD residents and not going to improve in the nearest 

future, with a recent increase in patients 
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 Community transport provision can change rapidly due to the dependence 

on volunteers (i.e. drivers and helpers) especially in light of the EU 

Regulations coming in to force. 

 There is a possibility of losing the volunteer transport services in future due to 

policy changes (such as through EU changes) and lack of volunteers. 

 Arriva transport does not work as needed always. 

 

d) Jury discussion about why travel times matter with panel contributors: Stephanie Bonser 

(SW Ambulance Services Trust), Lorraine Millwater (Lydney Dial a Ride), and Paul 

Weiss (GP). The panel were invited to comment on reasons identified by the jury on why 

travel times matter.  

 

The slides from Malcolm Oswald and Anna-Marie Daniels are available online in the citizens’ 

jury materials (1 August). No slides were used for the panel discussion on why travel times 

matter. 

 

5) How will the choice of town affect local communities (e.g. planning, economic 

regeneration, traffic etc.)? 

a) Nigel Gibbons, Forest of Dean District Council and Neil Troughton, Gloucestershire 

County Council 

b) Nigel Gibbons was asked to speak about: 

 whether the District Council has a preference for one location 

 the planning priorities for each town that the jury should take into account 

 how the population of the three towns is expected to change over the next 10 years 

 how important economic re-generation will be for each town if selected 

 how important an impact on the environment (e.g. pollution) in the town if selected 

 any other impacts that the District Council would want the jury to take into account. 

 

c) Neil Troughton was asked to speak about traffic. 

d) Juror observations and important information related to how choice of town will affect 

local communities. 

 Cinderford is well-suited because: 

o The infrastructure and accessibility required to deliver services is already in place, 

along with it being a central area with two major roads to transfer to/from acute 

care 

o Cinderford is the geographic centre and can provide a forest environment 

o Regeneration and infrastructure are ready and available due to development of 

the northern quarter 

 Cinderford is not well-suited because: 

o Cinderford population is projected to be overtaken in future forecasts 

o Main roads into and out of Cinderford are not easily accessible and would not 

improve with expansion 

o Levels of congestion on the transport network with e.g. parking on both sides of 

the road 

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
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o Roads in and out are inaccessible during bad weather 

 

 Coleford is well-suited because: 

o Coleford has good network and existing bus routes 

o Coleford needs and would benefit from regeneration 

o Centralisation of services. 

 Coleford is not well-suited because: 

o Coleford is constrained by landscape 

o The hospital could be a negative impact on population, traffic, pollution in the 

villages on the outskirts of the Coleford area 

o There is less planned development in Coleford than Cinderford in Lydney 

 Lydney is well-suited because: 

o Lydney has infrastructure in place to accommodate additional traffic flow: has rail 

line and bypass 

o Lydney would be prime for regeneration and has plenty of brownfield sites 

o Lydney already have well-developed plan for population increase 

o transport facilities are good for transferring acute patients to other areas 

 Lydney is not well-suited because: 

o Lydney already has congestion as you enter town from the North 

o Lydney is not central to Forest of Dean District. 

The slides from Nigel Gibbons and Neil Troughton are available online in the citizens’ jury 

materials (1 August). 

6) How the choice of town affects the NHS 

a) Dr. Paul Weiss (GP) speaking on behalf of the NHS 

b) Paul Weiss was asked to speak about:  

 Whether the NHS had a preferred location, and which, if any, of the three towns 

offers the greatest opportunities for cross-site working, co-location with existing 

services 

 Whether the NHS would take any particular additional actions if one or other of the 

towns were chosen anything else (e.g. consider building a new health centre 

somewhere else). 

c) Juror observations and important information related to impact on NHS and Healthcare 

Service Delivery: 

 It is important for everyone to know which GPs and how many serve their area 

 Services will not change so considerations include staff merging and presence of 

various services/specialties 

 Cinderford is well suited because: 

o A GP service and dialysis unit will be or are already in Cinderford 

o Specialised services are already at Dilke, along with new developments such as 

a dialysis unit 

 Coleford is well-suited for co-location with existing services, but not well-suited 

because it would be disruptive to relocate NHS services and staff 

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
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 Lydney is well-suited because: 

o Lydney is easily accessible 

o Lydney has a nice new health centre. 

 

The slides from Paul Weiss are available online in the citizens’ jury materials (2 August). 

 

7) Results of Public Engagement 

a) Caroline Smith of Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group & Katie Parker, 

Gloucestershire Care Services NHS Trust 

b) The two witnesses were asked to speak about results of the recent public engagement 

on the location of the new hospital with the public and staff 

c) Juror observations and important information related to results of recent public 

engagement: 

Public 

 The data from the survey is limited due to the demographic of the respondents 

 Thought it was a fair consultation about people’s reasoning and concerns (not a 

referendum which was outside NHS remits) 

 Public respondents: 

o Want the hospital in a central location and easily accessible 

o Would prefer new hospital close to their own area or home 

o Want future population growth to be taken into consideration 

Health professionals 

 There was a high response from staff at both locations focussing on sustainable 

services not necessarily a single location 

 Health professional respondents: 

o Are mostly concerned with accessibility and central location  

o Whilst not having a favourite location, they identified free parking as a bonus and 

want the hospital to be accessible to existing and future population growth. 

 

The slides from Caroline Smith and Katie Parker are available online in the citizens’ jury 

materials (2 August). 

 

8) Distinctions Between Towns in Regard to the Equality Act 

a) Hari Sewell, HS Consultants 

b) The presenter was asked to explain the requirements that public bodies should have 

regard to under the Equality Act when making decisions, and the results of the equality 

impact assessment carried out on the implications of the choice of hospital location.  

c) Juror observations and important information related to choice of town and equalities: 

 The choice of location needs to be fair to everyone and suitable for everyone if 

disabled 

 There is no impact on the 9 protected characteristics in respect of the three 

locations, taking account of the responses to the engagement 

 It is important for people to know the percentages and characteristics shown by each 

of the towns for age and gender and that there are no differences in characteristics 

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
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 The statistics on the public engagement are skewed because there wasn’t a wide 

enough cross-section of the population answering the questionnaire. 

 

The slides from Hari Sewell are available online in the citizens’ jury materials (2 August). 

 

9) What the jury considered the most important factors to take into account in making 

their decision 

 

The jury reviewed and discussed the criteria for choosing a location provided by the NHS 

following the public consultation.2 They also were provided with information from witnesses 

about other factors that could be taken into account in their recommendation. On the last 

day, jury members were given up to three votes each to use to rank the factors they 

considered to be most important in their choice of location (with number showing strength of 

juror support): 

● Travel times and accessibility (14 votes) 
● Community support (12 votes) 
● Who are patients (12 votes) 

o Population now & future 
o Areas of deprivation 

● District boundaries and inclusion (6 votes) 
● Planning, development, regeneration (4 votes) 
● Current & future NHS services (2 votes) 
● Existing services, care partners & co-location (1 vote). 
 

10) “Case” for each town (drawn from reasoning and ranking of importance by jurors)   

a) Case for Cinderford, the recommended town Cinderford (with level of support from 

jurors) 

● Area of highest deprivation in terms of health and disability and unhealthy 

behaviours, therefore statistically more likely to need and use Cinderford Hospital. 

Over 35% more illness, over 15% unhealthy behaviours (8 votes) 

● Cinderford is central to the whole of the Forest (6 votes) 

● More central location for staff who live throughout the FOD (6 votes) 

● It is the geographic centre and can provide a Forest environment (5 votes) 

● Cinderford has two A roads as primary routes to Gloucester in case of road closures 

(4 votes) 

● Large percentage of people over 65 and over 85 (4 votes) 

● Specialised services are already at Dilke, along with new developments such as the 

dialysis unit (3 votes) 

● Cinderford has the highest area of deprivation (3 votes) 

● Age demographic: Dilke seems older age groups, Lydney younger (3 votes) 

● The regeneration and infrastructure are ready and available due to the development 

of the Northern Quarter (3 votes) 

                                                   
2 Available at: http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/FoD-Health-Location-Site-
Criteria.pdf  

http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/citizens-jury/
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/FoD-Health-Location-Site-Criteria.pdf
http://www.fodhealth.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/FoD-Health-Location-Site-Criteria.pdf
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● Because of the location, it can serve the Forest and further into Gloucestershire (2

votes)

● Cinderford is well suited to serve the Southern Region by car because Lydney could

reach the hospital in 30 minutes (2 votes)

● The infrastructure and accessibility required to deliver services is already in place,

along with central area and two major roads for transfer to/from acute care (2 votes)

● Northern Quarter investment in college and roads  should improve road network and

bus services (2 votes)

● You can be born in a car park and still be a Forester (1 vote).

b) Case for Coleford

 Coleford has good network and existing bus routes (14 votes)

 Green environment with natural beauty (10 votes)

 New site and keen to prove they can do it (7 votes)

 Good public transport links (6 votes)

 Co-location with existing services (5 votes)

 Centralisation of services (4 votes)

 Coleford needs and would benefit from regeneration (3 votes)

 Benefits from hospice location research (1 vote)

 Coleford is well suited to serve the southern region by car because both Lydney and

Sedbury could reach the hospital in 30 minutes providing normal traffic (1 vote)

 Coleford is well suited to serve the southern region by public transport because

Lydney can reach the hospital in 90 minutes (1 vote).

c) Case for Lydney

 Friends of Lydney Hospital (15 votes)

 Lydney already have well-developed plan for population increase (13 votes)

 Transport facilities are good for transferring acute patients to other areas (8)

 Lydney has infrastructure in place to accommodate additional traffic flow: has rail line

and bypass (3)

 Desire to offer future services e.g. endoscopy – Lydney has potential to grow and

attract staff due to infrastructure (4 votes)

 Has good infrastructure for patients and staff – giving good access (3 votes)

 Friends could raise money for new units (2 votes)

 Lydney would be prime for regeneration and has plenty of brownfield sites

 Lydney is easily accessible (1)

 Has support of medical professionals and is an established hospital location (1

votes).
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Appendix A: Citizens’ Jury Schedule 

Day Subject Speaker 

30/7 
PM 

Welcome, introduction and simulation exercise 

Context: community hospitals in the Forest of 

Dean and jury role 

Candace Plouffe, 
Gloucestershire Care 
Services NHS Trust 

How the jury will make a decision 

31/7 
AM 

The case for Lydney John Thurston, Friends of 
Lydney Hospital; Brian 
Pearman, Lydney Town 
Council; and others 

The case for Coleford Nick Penny and Marilyn 
Cox, Coleford Town Council 

The case for Cinderford Chris Witham, Cinderford 
Town Council 

31/7 
PM 

Population data: who are the patients? Becky MacLean, 
Gloucestershire CCG 

Forest of Dean Community Hospital Services: 
Now and Future 

Julie Goodenough, GCS 
NHS Trust 

01/8 
AM 

Travel analysis: 
- driving and public transport to and from 

the three towns 
- other hospitals providing similar 

services to the new hospital 

Malcolm Oswald, Citizens 
Juries CIC 

Travel analysis: community transport and other 
non-emergency transport services in the 
Forest of Dean 

Anna-Marie Daniels, Forest 
Routes 

01/08 
PM 

Travel analysis: why travel times matter Panel: Lorraine Millwater, 
Lydney Dial-a-Ride; Paul 
Weiss, GP; Stephanie 
Bonser, SW Ambulance 
Services Trust 

How will the choice of town affect local 
communities (e.g. planning, economic 
regeneration, traffic etc.)? 

Nigel Gibbons, Forest of 
Dean District Council; Neil 
Troughton, Gloucestershire 
County Council 

How does the choice of town affect the NHS? Paul Weiss, GP 

02/08 
AM 

What were the results of the recent public 
engagement (of public and staff) on the choice 
of location? 

Katie Parker, GCS NHS 
Trust; Caroline Smith, NHS 
Gloucestershire CCG 

02/08 
PM 

Does the Equality Act have an impact on the 
choice of town? 

Hari Sewell, HS 
Consultancy 

Brief closing remarks from the three towns 
(Cinderford, then Coleford, then Lydney) 

Representatives from the 
three towns 

Assessing the three locations 

03/08 
AM 

Recommending a location for the hospital 

03/08 
PM 

Ranking criteria for choosing a site 




